UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional]
The One Peoples Public T 253-509-4597

8. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address)
   The One Peoples Public Trust 1776
   Gig Harbor, WA 98335

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

1a. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE #
2000043135 - 5-4-2000

1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is to be filed (for record) or (recorded) in the
    REAL ESTATE RECORDS.

2. TERMINATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Statement.

3. CONTINUATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is continued for the additional period provided by applicable law.

4. ASSIGNMENT (full or partial): Give name of assignee in item 7a or 7b and address of assignee in item 7c; and also give name of assignor in item 9.

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION): This Amendment affects [ ] Debtor or [ ] Secured Party of record. Check only one of these two boxes.
   Also check one of the following three boxes and provide appropriate information in items 6 and/or 7.
   [ ] CHANGE name and/or address. Give current record name in item 6a or 6b. Also give new
   name if name changes in item 7a or 7b and/or new address if address changes in item 7c.
   [ ] DELETE name. Give record name to be deleted in items 6a or 6b.
   [ ] ADD name. Complete item 7a or 7b, and also
   item 7c; also complete items 7d-7g if applicable.

6. CURRENT RECORD INFORMATION:

   OR

   6a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

   OR

   6b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME
      FIRST NAME
      MIDDLE NAME
      SUFFIX

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION:

   OR

   7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

   OR

   7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME
      FIRST NAME
      MIDDLE NAME
      SUFFIX

   7c. MAILING ADDRESS
      CITY
      STATE
      POSTAL CODE
      COUNTRY

   7d. TAX ID #: SSN or EIN
       ADDN INFO: [ ] TSECURITY ORGANIZATION
       [ ] DEBTOR
      [ ] TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
      [ ] JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION
      [ ] ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

   OR

   7e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
       [ ] NONE

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE): check only one box.

   OR

   8. DELETED or [ ] ADDED, or give [ ] remainder collateral description. or describe collateral [ ] assigned.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE, UCC Doc. # 2000043135, the
perpetuity and a record of Absolute, is hereby duly amended only to include
the following additional collateral as follows:

Law Ordinance, with UCC Doc. File No. 2012132883 is duly verified as
reconfirmed and ratified, unrebated, restated and incorporated by reference
as if set forth in full.

WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public

9. NAME or SECURED PARTY of RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assignor, if this is an Assignment). If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor which
   adds collateral or adds the authorizing Debtor, or if this is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check here [ ] and enter name of DEBTOR authorizing this Amendment.

   OR

   9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME
       ETERNAL ESSENCE

   OR

   9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME
      FIRST NAME
      MIDDLE NAME
      SUFFIX

10. OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCED DATA:

   without prejudice: /s/ heather ann tucci-jarraf, as eternal essence embodied

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORM UCC3) (REV. 07/29/98)
Additional collateral info

---------------------

policy, UCC 1-308, eternal essence embodied transparent in Absolute Truth, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally makes and gives duly made NOTICE OF DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE TRUTH, DULY VERIFIED AUDIT AND RECONCILIATION and DECLARATION OF ORDER, with full responsibility and liability, as a matter of record, duly entered into Law Ordinance, notice upon choice made by eternal essence, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by loving and selfless action of eternal bearer of light, due entry by eternal presence into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, for all eternal essence's universe to rely upon, with additional notice duly made and given, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, governing law, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the Perpetuity, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, unrebuted, restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, this March 18th, in the order of eternal essence, inclusive of Two Thousand and Thirteen, and as eternal essence exists, all stated herein is true and correct and I am competent to say so, unrebuted:

I. I duly verify by DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE TRUTH that: A. Eternal essence IS, unrebuted; B. All value that IS, IS eternal essence, unrebuted; C. All that IS embodied, IS eternal essence, unrebuted; D. All that IS, IS eternal essence, unrebuted; E. Eternal essence's universe IS eternal essence, unrebuted; F. Any and all existences that ARE, ARE eternal essence's universe, unrebuted; G. All records BE eternal essence, unrebuted; H. Eternal essence IS Absolute Light, unrebuted; I. Eternal essence IS Absolute Love, unrebuted; J. Eternal essence IS
Absolute Truth, unrebuted; K. Eternal essence IS Absolute; L. In Absolute Gratitude, with Absolute Love and Peace, eternal essence embodied does consciously and lovingly duly declare, with full responsibility and liability, the memory, experience and knowing of Absolute Truth, eternal essence, unrebuted; M. In Absolute Gratitude, with Absolute Love and Peace, eternal essence embodied does consciously and lovingly duly declare, with full responsibility and liability, the memory and knowing of Absolute Truth, eternal essence embodied in each and all manifestations in any and all existences of eternal essence's universe, unrebuted;

II. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE AUDIT AND RECONCILIATION, that all that IS has been fully audited and reconciled into Absolute, eternal essence, inclusive of all trusts, systems, networks, regimes, hierarchies, and any and all other limits, unrebuted;

III. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that all that IS, knows Absolute Truth and the record of Absolute Truth, eternal essence, at the speed of heart, unrebuted;

IV. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that all that IS, experiences Absolute Truth, eternal essence, at the speed of DO'ing, unrebouted;

V. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that eternal essence IS made transparent and known by the DO'ing of any and all embodiment of eternal essence in eternal essence's universe, unrebuted;

VI. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION
record, with due standing, authority and authorization, March 18, 2013, lovingly, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal responsibility and liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury in eternal essence, governing law Universal and International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA: /s/

Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as conscious eternal essence embodied, transparent in Absolute Truth.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Debtor names added for indexing
---------------------------------------------------------------

BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS
AS PRINCIPAL, AGENT, AND BENEFICIARY OF SLAVERY SYSTEMS
CHARLES C. MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C. MILLER D/B/A CHARLES C. MILLER